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FOLLOWING a trying 2020 for us all, 2021 has been an
opportunity to return to normality. It’s also a year for the
motor industry to bounce back; following the decimation of
sales during the pandemic, the recovery has been rapid.
New-car registrations were up 42.5 per cent on last year’s
numbers to the end of May, no doubt boosted by so many
exciting releases. From sensible EVs to wild sports cars, we’ve
tested the lot – but we’ve also re-evaluated our categories to
reflect the changes within the industry, not least the onset
of electrification. We’ll name our top picks, plus one very
special overall winner.

NEW CAR
AWARDS 2021
WHY IT WINS
WITH the IONIQ 5, Hyundai has
stepped up a level from its already
highly-rated Kona Electric. Here, the Korean
brand has aimed for the premium territory,
and it’s nailed the brief at its first attempt.
The new E-GMP underpinnings are
designed for pure electric cars from the
outset, and the IONIQ 5 feels sophisticated
in a way that no Hyundai has felt before.
The driving experience offers the usual
EV traits – it’s smooth and has precise
throttle response, it’s near-silent and is
free of the buzzes and vibrations that are
endemic of any combustion engine.
Paddles behind the wheel allow the driver to
adjust the level of brake regeneration on the
move, making the whole experience intuitive
and therefore very low-stress. It’s comfortable,
too, and long-distance refinement is great.
Indeed, relaxation is a recurring theme with the
IONIQ 5. The open-plan cabin offers soft, squishy
front seats that can recline electrically to a nearhorizontal level – perfect for when you want to
catch a quick nap while you’re recharging.
Not that you’ll have very long to wait. Thanks
to its 800-volt electrical system, the IONIQ 5
can recharge at a rate that even some
premium rivals can’t match. The challenge
in the short term will be finding a charging
point that can take advantage of it.
Performance and range are truly premium, too.
Four-wheel-drive versions get two electric motors
for a combined 301bhp, while overall range is
between 238 and 298 miles, depending on spec.
The one thing that isn’t very premium is the
IONIQ 5’s price, which starts from £36,995 and
rises to £48,145. While some might think that’s
a lot for a Hyundai, the brand should be viewed
as a true premium player. Based on what we’ve
seen here, that’s completely justified.

PREMIUM ELECTRIC CAR
OF THE YEAR

Premium Electric Car of the Year

HYUNDAI IONIQ 5
BEST DEAL

Hyundai IONIQ 5 73kWh 305 AWD Ultimate
(£48,145)

“The IONIQ 5 has aimed for the
premium territory, and it’s nailed
the brief at its very first attempt”
Richard Ingram

Editor
DrivingElectric.com

WHILE a more modest trim makes sense for a company
car buyer (see Page 46), the most premium feel comes
at the top of the range. The top-spec Ultimate paired
with a 301bhp twin-motor set-up and 73kWh battery
is that peak; a four-year PCP deal with a 10 per
cent deposit works out at £621 per month.

COMMENDED
Audi Q4 e-tron
LIKE the Hyundai, the Audi Q4 e-tron is a
very recent newcomer to the segment –
and it runs our winner close. Practicality
is staggering for the car’s modest
footprint, and on the move it’s
comfortable and easy to drive. However,
the Q4 must play second best to the
IONIQ 5 because it can’t keep up with
its more advanced charging tech.

Tesla Model 3
IT’S staggering to think that the Model 3
seems like an old-timer in this segment
now, such is the rate of progress. However,
it remains tough to beat in some areas – in
particular the ease of access to its
Supercharger network, and its huge
touchscreen display. Elsewhere, it doesn’t
quite feel as sophisticated
as the newest rivals, though.
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NEW CAR
AWARDS 2021
WHY IT WINS
HYUNDAI is on a roll at the moment.
Little more than a decade ago, the
Korean brand was fighting over the
scraps left by mainstream rivals, but
with its new TUCSON it’s taking on,
and beating, all comers in the fiercely
fought compact SUV sector.
So what makes the TUCSON such
a worthy winner in this category? For
starters it looks great, with bold lines,
sharp creases and distinctive LED light
signatures allowing it to stand out for
all the right reasons. It’s a similar story
inside, where eye-catching design and
high-grade materials create a truly upmarket
experience, while the lengthy list of standard kit
includes a wide-screen infotainment touchscreen,
TFT dials and numerous advanced driver aids.
Of course, the TUCSON is first and foremost a
family car, which means a spacious and versatile
interior that’s packed with useful storage, and a
vast 620-litre boot. It’s comfortable, too, with a
controlled ride and low noise levels, while the
handling is accurate and composed. There’s even
the option of four-wheel drive for those
who want to head off the beaten track.
Finally, TUCSON buyers are spoiled for choice
when it comes to engines, with petrol, 48V
mild hybrid, full hybrid and plug-in versions all
available. And the cherry on top of the Hyundai’s
tasty cake is the fact that, like all models from
the brand, it’s covered by a comprehensive
five-year unlimited-mileage warranty.
Stylish and sensible, the TUCSON is a compact
SUV that appeals to the heart and the head.

MID-SIZE SUV
OF THE YEAR

Mid-size SUV of the Year

HYUNDAI TUCSON
BEST DEAL

Hyundai TUCSON 1.6 TGDi 150PS
48 Volt MHEV SE Connect
(£30,540)

“The TUCSON is first and foremost
a family car, so there’s a versatile
interior and a vast 620-litre boot”
Steve Fowler
Editor-in-chief

UNTIL the end of September 2021, TUCSON buyers after the
1.6 MHEV SE Connect can choose between zero per cent
finance (over three years) or a £2,250 deposit contribution
at 3.1% APR. With a 10 per cent customer deposit over four
years, monthly payments for the latter come to £335.

COMMENDED
Skoda Enyaq iV
SKODA’S first foray into the fully electric
SUV class is a big hit. Combining the
Czech firm’s traditional strengths of
versatility and value with zero-emissions
running, the capable
and composed Enyaq is a real class
contender. Based on the same platform
as the Volkswagen ID.4, there’s a similar
range of motors and battery options,
as well as a similarly impressive
potential range of 300 miles.

Nissan Qashqai
ALL new from the ground up, the thirdgeneration Qashqai is one of the best
yet. Bold looks give the pioneering
compact crossover real showroom
appeal, while its classy and spacious
interior is one of the most family-friendly
in the business. Grown-up driving
dynamics, excellent connectivity and low
running costs are further strings to its
bow. Only the lack of electrified engine
options counts against the Nissan.
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NEW CAR
AWARDS 2021

MID-SIZE COMPANY
CAR OF THE YEAR
WHY IT WINS

Mid-size Company Car of the Year

HYUNDAI IONIQ 5
BEST DEAL

Hyundai IONIQ 5 73kWh Premium
(£41,945)
OF the three powertrain options, the company car choice has to be the middle
214bhp motor paired with the largest 73kWh battery. Thanks to its one per
cent tax classification, a full year’s deductions total £168 for Premium
trim – thousands less than an equivalently priced petrol or diesel car.

COMMENDED
BMW 3 Series
AS ever, the 3 Series remains a
phenomenally competitive offering
for company car users and private
buyers alike. Available in saloon
and estate form, few cars at this
price are as fun to drive, refined,
well finished inside and packed
with tech. The engine range is as
vast as it is strong, with petrol,
diesel and plug-in hybrid options.
It lacks a BiK-friendly full-EV option,
but BMW will soon answer that
with the forthcoming all-new i4.

Tesla Model 3
OUR 2019 Car of the Year was the
model that showed Tesla hitting its
stride. The Model 3 offers fantastic
range and the brand’s Supercharger
network, which is still unmatched
among EV rivals, and it backs them
up with an entertaining drive,
while the car’s size is perfect for
UK roads. The infotainment system
is excellent, too, and top-end dualmotor options deliver supercarrivalling acceleration.
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“The IONIQ 5 has really low BiK rates
and running costs, but there’s so
much more to it than the numbers”
Sean Carson

Associate editor

MUCH like our Small Company Car of the Year, VW’s ID.3 (Page 44),
the Hyundai IONIQ 5 takes the Mid-size Company Car crown due to
the incredibly low Benefit-in-Kind rates made possible by its electric
drivetrain. The Hyundai sits in the lowest one per cent tax bracket, so
a higher-income earner can expect to settle for annual deductions
of just £157 for the entry-level model; the driver of a similarly
sized petrol SUV with roughly the same power will have to brace
themselves for eye-watering costs of more than £5,000.
The IONIQ 5 is cheap to top up, too. Those able to recharge
at home can expect to pay roughly £10 for up to 298 miles
of range – potentially less if their energy provider offers
cheaper rates overnight. The larger of the two battery
options (58kWh and 73kWh versions are available) can
be recharged from 10 to 80 per cent in 18 minutes.
But the IONIQ 5 is about far more than the numbers.
Inside and out, it looks unlike any other new car. Its
hatchback proportions have been inflated to family
SUV levels, giving it an imposing almost crossover
stance, while unique details make it look like it’s
driven off a motor show – not a showroom – floor.
A company car is likely to be a family’s main
vehicle, and here the Hyundai offers more than
enough versatility for everyday life. The back
seats are spacious enough to accommodate
even the tallest passengers; the 540-litre
boot is large enough to hold all the gear
for a fortnight away. Even ignoring its
fantastic BiK rates, the IONIQ 5 would
have been a likely winner in this
category; they merely serve as
a bonus on an already talented
and desirable company car.

NEW CAR
AWARDS 2021

HOT HATCH
OF THE YEAR

“The i20 N distills everything we
love about hot hatches into an
appealing, aggressive package”
Alex Ingram

Chief reviewer

Hot Hatch of the Year

HYUNDAI i20 N
BEST DEAL

Hyundai i20 N
(£24,995)
THERE’S just the one trim option for
the i20 N, and it’s both competitively
priced and generously kitted out. A
representative quote from Hyundai
includes a £1,500 deposit contribution
from the manufacturer; with a further
£2,500 placed up front, a four-year
contract will result in payments of
£316 per month. If you want this
striking Performance Blue paint (or
any other colour that’s not white),
it’s an extra £12 per month.

COMMENDED

WHY IT WINS
WHEN Hyundai released the first model from its
performance-focused N sub-brand, the i30 N, the
Korean firm really grabbed the attention of hot hatch
fans. But it’s the division’s second hot hatchback, the
i20 N, that’s an absolute corker. Developed under the
direction of ex-BMW M head Albert Biermann, the car
distills everything we love about hot hatchbacks into
an appealing, aggressive and affordable package.
Under the bonnet sits a 1.6-litre turbocharged fourcylinder petrol engine with 201bhp and 275Nm of
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torque. It’s an angry-sounding unit, with the snarl of
induction noise, and whistles from the turbo that come
from the nose really helping to ramp up the excitement
every time you venture towards the red line – and
thanks to this car having one of the slickest six-speed
manual gearboxes we’ve encountered, the incentive
to wring the engine out only grows stronger.
Point the i20 N at a twisty section of road and it just
gets better. The steering is positive and front-end grip is
tenacious, with superb traction out of bends thanks to

the clever mechanical limited-slip differential. With a
brilliant level of body control and poise, the whole thing
instills a huge degree of confidence at higher speed.
The i20 N deserves huge praise for the way it drives,
then, but also for the five-door car’s functionality. And
then you see the price; £24,995 for a hot hatch with this
impressive mechanical make-up, a rev-matching function,
part-leather sports seats, a 10.25-inch infotainment
system with an equally large digital dash, and LED
headlights makes this an absolute bargain.

Honda Civic Type R

Cupra Leon

THE Honda Civic Type R is a serial winner of
our Hot Hatch crown, but has to cede its title
to the i20 N this time. However, the addition
of the new Sport Line trim – with toned down
styling and smaller wheels that improve the
ride comfort even further – only adds to the
appeal of Honda’s already brilliant offering.
Its powertrain and chassis are wonderful.

THE peak of Cupra’s ever-growing line-up is the
Leon – a model which shares much with the
Volkswagen GTI Clubsport. The Spanish brand’s
offering has just a little extra flair, though; in its
most potent spec it’s sharper and more playful
to drive than the VW, yet is just as practical and
relaxing to own. It’s also generously equipped
for the cash and offers a more exclusive image.
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NEW CAR
AWARDS 2021

CAR OF THE YEAR 2021
“The Hyundai IONIQ 5 moves the
game on, not just in its own segment,
but the new-car market as a whole”
Steve Fowler
Editor-in-chief

Car of the Year

WHY IT WINS
IT’S no mean feat to be crowned Auto Express Car
of the Year. Our winner needs to have a huge range
of talents; it should move the game on, and not just in
its own segment, but in the new-car market as a whole.
The Hyundai IONIQ 5 does exactly that.
This year has seen the range of choice for EV buyers
explode, and many of those new cars were in with a shout
of taking the overall prize. But the IONIQ 5 truly excels
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on so many fronts. Firstly there’s the design; it looks
unlike anything else on the road, yet without being
contrived or awkward. The cabin is another triumph,
making the most of the car’s electric architecture to
offer limo-like legroom in a bright, lounge-like space.
It’s here where Hyundai’s slickest infotainment tech yet
is found. The graphics are brighter and more attractive than
the Korean firm’s previous systems, yet the set-up keeps the

clarity and ease of use that have earned the brand’s tech
our praise on so many previous occasions. Then there’s the
way the IONIQ 5 drives. Unlike many modern cars, it doesn’t
focus on a sporty ride, and instead takes a softer, more
relaxed approach, so it’s a wonderful long-distance cruiser.
But the key advantage lies in the car’s electrical set-up.
The IONIQ 5 uses tech that until now has been the preserve
of EVs costing twice as much, including its 800-volt

electrical system. Equipped with the largest 73kWh battery,
the car will cover up to 298 miles on a charge, while the
most potent model sprints from 0-62mph in 5.2 seconds.
Yet the IONIQ 5 achieves all this for a very tempting price.
Starting from £36,995, it costs little more than a combustionengined family SUV. Compared with any petrol or diesel
alternative, it really feels like a generational step ahead.
It’s a brilliant car and a deserved winner of our 2021 title.

HYUNDAI
IONIQ 5
Electric hatch is a landmark for
the entire automotive industry
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NEW CAR
AWARDS 2021
“The IONIQ 5 has
retained the essence of
the striking concept car.
It’s no surprise Auto
Express readers chose it”

Design Award

HYUNDAI IONIQ 5
WHY IT WINS

FOR this year’s Design Award, we offered the chance for you, the readers, to
vote for 2021’s most stunning new car. In the end, the win was comfortable;
congratulations to the Hyundai IONIQ 5, which took 18.9 per cent of the poll.
Eye-catching, contemporary and distinctive, it’s a showcase of styling done right;
retro without being overtly pastiche, unique without being fussy and, despite its size,
well judged proportions. Inspiration for the shape was taken from the Hyundai Pony
Coupé concept of 1974, although elements of another Giugiaro design classic are
there; that boxy hatchback shape and those flat-faced, rally-esque wheels give off a
strong hint of the Lancia Delta. The detailing is fantastic, too – the pixel-like LED lights
and fine illuminated slats running the width of the front end are particular highlights –
while the vast cabin shows minimalism without compromising functionality.
Second place was taken by the Renault 5 Concept with 11.1 per cent of the vote,
while third position was a tie between the Audi e-tron GT and Lotus Evija.
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Darren Wilson

Creative Director

